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A thermal/T.echanical study has been performed
.<rr-:n i l lust rates the oehavior of a fusion reactor
f i r - , : war and alanke'. module during a loss of
coolant flow eve-it. The relat ive safety advant-
ages of various manorial and design options were
'!•.'. °.t r.inea.

A general i2ao f i r s t wall-blanket concept was
leveiooed to provide the r l e x i o i l i t y t3 vary tha
structural material (stainless steel vs t i tan ium),
cooiant (neiium vs water), and breeder material
|l:<3uid 1 ithium vs so l id l i thium aluniinata). In
lad i t ion , independent vs common f i r s t wa l l -
i-'anket cooling and coupled adjacent nodule cool -
ing Jes^gn options were included in the study.

The conoarative analyses were performed
js'ng a modified thermal analysis code to handle
ohase charge proolems.

The res j ' t s indicate tn?t:

t Pressurized water coolant and stainless
steel structures provide the longest
tine for safety response to che trans-
ient for the systems studied,

* ft l iquid l i th ium breeder results in a
lavs' of afterheat for the system which
can be removed by a t r i t ium processing
stream, vihereas the afterheat of the
solid treeder considered would require
auxi l iary cooling systems for the loss
of cooiant flow event.

In addit ion, the fol lowing design features
were found to improve safety:

Design features tn.it improve safety j r e :

i F i rs t wall designs of enhanced heat
capacity,

• Independent r i r s t vai l mi blanket
cooling systexs,

• Adequate thermal coupling of the fi.-st
wall and blanket structures,

• Thermal/fluids l inking of adjacent
blanket sectors.

Introduction

The safety concerns associated with flow
disturbances in fusion reactor blankets stem from
che possible mobil ization of activated material
or the f a i l u r e of a given structure, p rec ip i ta t -
ing additional system fa i lu res . A thermal/
mechanical study has oeen performed to detemir.s
tne behavior of a fusion blanket concept which
has been subjected to a loss of coolant flow
event.

The thermal response of tue f i r s t wa l l -
blanket structure to a loss of coolant flow =vent
leads to two d i s t i nc t resul ts:

1. The tix.a response of tne structure
while the plasna is s t i l l producing
power, pr imari ly a f i r s t wall ef fect .

2. The afterheat e f f ^ t s fo l low'ng a
plasma termination f.hat lead to ?n
equi l ibr ium -saxiimim blanket temperature.

Tne results of this it'V-istigation i l l u s t r a te the
relat ive safety advantages obtained frosi select-
ing various comoinations of cool ing, s t ruc tura l ,
and Dreeding mater ials. To minimize the effects
<jc the design configuracioi considered, a gener-
alized blanket concept was developed that could
accornnodate a var iety of coolant, s t ruc tu ra l , and
breeding mater ia ls , while s t i l l re ta in ing the
same f i r s t wall ma blanket conf igurat ion. The
material combinations considered are liste-'j by
case- number in Table 1.

The study nas assumed a plasma termination
at trce t'ma meltino occurs at the f i r s t ;vall as
the means to compare response times for the varv-
3oles under study, since fusion reactor Dlasnia
termination systems are not well defined.
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The flow coastaown for each case .v35 caltu-
' i ted Dase'. or, standard external water pump or
he 1 i Ĵ i circulator systems.

Material afterheat oecomes the major safety
concern following plasma quench. The abi ' ' ty tD
remove this energy without providing auxiliary
systems is a desirable safety feature. Ls nost
of the proposed tritium extraction processes
require recirculation and cooling of tne process
stream, this study investigated the abil i ty of
the tritium extraction system to remove the
afterheaC and prevent structural damage.

The helium cooled, stainless steel module
with a liquid lithium breeder (Table 1) was
selected as tne base case. 3ased on comparisons
with this case, conclusions were drawn as to the
relative merit of tne material selections of the
remaining cases. Discussions of blanket design,
analytical aoproach and modeling, and the results
of the ana'yses are :ontained within the subse-
quent sections.

Blanket Design

Fiaure 1 ore'.ents a schematic of the
generalized blanket design. This -esign has
received a preliminary design analysis th -
required the thermal, mechanical, and nuclear
aerformance of this concept to be similar to cur-
rent conceptual designs.(1.2.3,Hj However, the
development of a functional blanket concept was
no', an objective of this investigation.

The noteable features of this design are the
tubular f i rs t wall, the rectangular blanket mod-
ules, and the inlet/outlet blanket plenums. The
coolant for the outer portion of the D-shaped
blanket enters from the bottom of the torus.
After traversing the f i r s t wall, the coolant
enters the blanket iniat plenum. Coolant from
this plenum flows radially through the blanket,
collects in the outlet plenum, and exits at the
bottom of the torus. Most of the esses con-
sidered required more blanket coolant flow than
could be supplied at desirable pumping powers via
the f i rs t wall; and as a consequence, a flow
bypass was allowed between the inlet of the f i r s t
wall and the blanket inlet plenum.

The tubular f i r s t wall was assumed to be
attached to the inlet blanket plenum to readily
faci l i tate removal. The blanket plenums are con-
structed of parallel plates that accommodate the
imposed coolant pressure loads with the aid of
slotted support grids. The plenum plates adja-
cent to the blanket have el l ipt ical openings to
'. crrugated W-shaped structures. These structures
serve as tha blanket coolant passages, and
provide support for the breeding and reflecting
materials. The wall thickness for each structure
was determined by specific thermal/hydraulic
requirements and the allowable stress guidelines
cc the ASME Section I I I pressure vessel code.l6^
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Blanket
plenums
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coolant channels
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-• -:•:•>- ; Schematic of a generalized fusion
reactor blanket.

Table 2 contains some of the thermal/hydraulic
constraints for each case, and Table 3 contain
the radial widths of regions of the generalized
design. To prevent excessive structural tempera-
tures for trie cases with a helium coolant, sur-
face roughening of critical regions was assumed
to give a doubling in convsctive surface coef-
ficients at the expense of tripling the
frictionai looses.w)

Five design alternatives were considered,
which permit comparisons between two first wall
materials, 316 stainless steel m d titanium;
between two breeding materials, liquid lithium
and lithium aluminate; and between two coolants,



jirr 1 i JOJ and ^ater. The comoinations of these
cnoicas into the f i ve design cases £'*e shown in
' iMe 1.

Analytical Approach and Modeling

The multidimensional ieat conduction code,
••UiA5,1^) was used to model the response of the
generalized blanket during the loss of coolant
flow 2«ent. This computer program solves a set
of f inite differenced conduction equations that
represent a model of the structure being
considered. A change of material phase occurs
for tne water coolant. Thus, a modifieJ thermal
analyzer that handles this phenomenon was used in
tne MITAS program. The outer portion o* the
D-snaped blanket was modeled as five thermally
isolated segments which were coupled only by
' laid flew. Due to the design decision to have a
detachable f i rs t wall structure, the primary mode
of f i rst .•(all to blanket heat transfer was by
radiation.

The fiow rate during coastdown history was
obtained by equating the primary loop fr ict ional
force to tne change in primary loop f luid
momentum.(3)

Two-phase flow was approximated by constant
friction mult ipl iers^) for water boiling
during the flow coastdown. A detailed system
response study would provide more accuracy. Such
a systems modeling code is now under development
at ItlEL.

Convecti'/e heat transfer coefficients were
evaluated froti one of several empirical
relationships depending upon the coolant phase
and flow regime. For all coolants, the
S2ider-TateU°) and Dittus-8oelterU '•'
correlations were used for single phase laminar
and turoulent flows, respectively. With water
coolant, it is important to model boiling and
dryout in a loss of coolant flow. A set of
correlations that covered the range of boiling
phenomena was employed. The Bergles and
Sohsenow^2) and the Thorn"3) correlations
predicted nucleate boiling heat transfer. The
MacSeth'5-4.^) correlations, the BromleyUo)
correlations, and the correlation proposed by
MiropolskiiU') were used for film boiling and
Jryout conditions.

The f i rs t wall neutron wall loading and
surface heat_f lux -/ere assumed to be 4.0 Hw/nî
and 1.0 Mw/ii|2, respectively. The radial
dependence of the neutron energy deposition vas
obtained from the ANlSNl18' results shown in
Figure 2. The volume ratios of the materials
jseci to generate this information appears in
Tabie 4. The DKRU9) code was used to calcul-
•:*e tie afterheating of this design based on the
ANISN predicted flux profiles for an operating
oeriod of two years. The predicted afterheating
spears in figures 3 and 4, respectively.
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Figure 2. Volume averaged radial heating rate
profiles for various cases.

Results

Tne five material selection alternatives
with some specific design variations were
analyzed for loss of coolant flow unti l the f i r s t
wall reached the melting point, as well as for
some specific variations on seme of the designs
that are described below. The basic merit of
each design for such a transient can be judged by
the time that ea;:-- design allows for safety
system action, and the final steady state
temperature after the transient is over. Table 5
summarizes these results. I t can be seen that
water cooling allows the longest time before the
yield point or melting point is re^c. i .
Furthermore, equilibrium temperati-ss after the
transient are lower with water than with helium
coolant. The longest response tirae before
reaching yield or melting, for Case 5, is a
rssult of the thicker f i rs t wall tubes. The
shorcest response time, for Case 3, is a result
of the thin titanium f i rs t wall. Solid breeding
material causes higher equilibrium afterh°at
temperatures. Details of the transient scenarios
are described below.
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Figure 3. Volume averaged radial after'neat
profiles at 30 sec for the various
cases.

* * * * * *

Discussion of Results

Case 1: Stainless Steel/Liquid Lithium/
Helium Cooled Oesign

The temperature response of the first
wall «ias calculated for two loss of
flow events: l)t'ne plasma burn con-
tinued and 2) the plasma burn is term-
inated concurrently with the loss of
flow. Results are shown in Figures 5
and 6. Termination at loss of flow
initiation shows the great improvement
frcm safety system action which detects
the flow loss.

In each case, a small, 180-K temper-
ature change occurred in the blanket.
With plasma burn continuing, the first
wall reached 1060 K, corresponding to
yielding, in 2.3 sec, and the melting
point was reached in 8.1 sec, at which
point the plasma burn was assumed to be

103 10* 105 106
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Figure 4. Volume averaged first wall after
heat versus time for" the various
cases.

Figure 5. Structural radial temperature profile
versus time (stainless steel/liquid
lithium/helium cooled design, plasma
burn termination coincident with fi>-st
wall melting point).



fad'.3] tsupa profile

:-cfeet/l iquid 1 i tit i'jsn/he i iiw cooled
design, plasma burn coincident witn
iosi of coolant florf initiation).

Figure 7. Structural radial temperature profils
versus time for Case 2 (stainless
stael/liauid lithium/water cooled
first wall/helium cooled Blanket
design, loss of both cooling systems).

* * * * * *

terminated. '/litH early plassa ourn
termination, tne flow remaining during
tne coastdown cooltd the first wall to
52C K iftsr 65 sec. In both casas,
afterheat produced an equilibrium first
.•/all temperature of 1050 <, essentially
it yield. With early burn termination,
;ne first wall rose to this temperature
in i.4 hours, one-half hour before the
1 are-quench case cools no the same

Case 2: Stainless Steel/liquid Lithium/
water Cooled Firstwall/Helium Cooled Slan'ot
Cesign

As snown in Figure 7, if both coolant
systems fail, nucleate boiling of the
water first wall coolant halds the
first wail temperature for 3.0 sec.
After 3.0 sec, a departure from nucle-
ate boiling and a bulk dryout for the
first wall coolant cause a sharp temp-
erature ris^. The first wall yield
temperature was reached by 5.5 sec, and
tne '-nceptinn of wall melt was reached
3: 9.3 sec. 3.1 sec later, the water
rapidly quenches the wall, a transition
to ? second dryout occurs at 640 sec,
j.i.i tns temperature rises to ^n
sftemeat equilibrium of 890 K by
l.~ nrs. The noted contrast between
these results and those of the
ielium-coolea base case are the faster
Mrst wall response for the
..ater-cooled case once the heat
transfer degradatior iegan, and a final
temperature below the yield point

value. These characteristics are the
result of the smaller first wall tiding
allowed by the water coolant.

With two coolant systems, it is
unlikely that both systems would fail
ac the same time. Therefore, a calcu-
lation was performed where only the
blanket coolant system was assumed to
be lost. The results for such an event
(Case 2B, Loss of 3lanket Flow) appears
in Figure 8 as maximum blanket
structural temperature versus time.
The structural yield temperature was
surpassed by 65.0 sec, and melting
occurred after 160.0 sec.

A preliminary investigation was also
performed to determine the potential
gain of thermal/fluids linking of
adjacent sectors of the torus if the
loss of coolant flow to a sector
resulted from blockage. This linking
was accomplished for the blanket by
allowing for flow slots in the sector
support structures in the region of the
blanket inlet plenums. It was assumed
that this design allowance would result
in a flow redistribution among three
adjacent sectors which would restore
67< of the initial flow in the blocked
sector. The results of this case
(Case 2c, 31ockage of Blanket Flow)
also appear in Figure 8 and can be
compared with the blanket flow loss as
representing a complete blockage. The
yield temperature was not surpassed
until 225 sec, and structural melt was
averted by this simple design change.
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Figure 8. Maximum blanket structural temperature
versus time for Case 2B and 2C
(stainless steel/liquid 1 ichiurn/water
cooled f i rst wall wall helium cooled
blanket; upper curve: complete loss of
bl-.ket coolant; lower curve: flow
redistribution allowed for blockage).

* * * * * *

Case 3: Titanium First Wall/Stainless Steel
Blanket/Liquid Lithium/Haliura Cooled Design

This case differs from the base case
only in thi t a titanium f i r s t wall was
used. As shown in Figure 9, the
structural yield temperature of l"70 K
was s-irpassed by 2.6 sec, only 0.2 sec
sooner than the stainless f i r s t wall,
but melting sta-ted at 5.0 ;ec, 3.1 sec
sooner. Subseq ent to plasma quench,
the f i r s t wall temperature decayed to
an afterheat equilibrium value of
926.0 K at 1.4 hrs. Contrary to the
stainless f i r s t wall, the f inal f i r s t
wall temperature was below the yield
point. The rapid thermal response for
this case was attributed to the thin
tubes allowed by this alloy's high
material strength and the low material
heat capacity. The low final tempera-
ture was not only the result of the
thin tubes, but also the low after-
heating of this alloy.

Case 4: Stainless Steel/Lithium .Viuminate/
Helium Cooled Design

The impact of breeding material can be
seen in the results of this case
(Figure 10). The higher afterheat
levels of the solid br<. :3ar resulted in
higner final blanket temperatures.

Figure 9. Structural radial temperature profile
versus time for Case 3 (titanium f i r ; i
wall/stainless steel blanket/liquid
lithium/helium cooled design).

* * * * * *

Less predominant aspects of this selec-
tion are the steady state radial temp-
erature profile, the peaking at the
front of the blanket, and the thermal
decoupling of the reflector (note the
slope change at 2.71 m ) . The first
wall trends paralleljd those of Case 1
up to about 130 sec, but subsequent to
this time the temperature rise reflects
the change in blanket composition. At
approximately 2.8 hrs. the design
reaches a thermal equilibrium with the
afterheat. The resulting temperature^
of the first wall, blanket inlet
plenum, and the flow passages of the
front of the blanket are still above
the temperature for which the pressure
produces stresses that are above yield.

Case 5: Stainless Steel/Lithium Aluminate/
Hater Cooled Design

This case with solid breeder and all-
water cooling is shown in Figure 11.
The thicker first wall required to
withstand the higher system pressure
increased its heat capacity and slowed
its response. Departure from nucleate
boiling took 0.2 sec longer than in the
water/helium coolant design. The first
wall temperature peaked at 7 sec in
film boiling near 1100 K, within 100 K
of the yield point temperature. Then a
change in heat transfer regime from
film boiling to bulk dryout, possibly
an artifact of the model, decreases the
temperature. The first wall tempera-
ture then increases until structural
melt occurs at 27.2 sac. Thn plasma



Figure 10. Structural raoial temperature p ro f i l e
versus time for Case 4 (stainless
s tee l / l i th ium jluminate/r.= ] i urn cooled
design).

: igure l i . Structural radial temperature pro f i le
versus time for Case 5 (stainless
steel / l i th ium aluminate/water coolea
design).

* * * * * *

burn was then terminated and tne first
wall exDarienced a rapid water quench.
After approximately 0.9 hrs, it again
entered Dul'< dryout, and by 5.9 hrs
reached in afcerheat equilibrium
temoerature of 1120.0 K. It can also
ce seen that prior to plasma burn
termination, drycut of the blanket
coolant caused structural temperatures
at the front of the blanket to
experience a rapid rise, followed by a
prolonged quenching after the plasma
was extinguished. The effect of first
wall thickness can be very important
when it is water cooled.

Conclusions

Table 5 summarizes the results attained for
tnis case study of the loss of flow event. Based
on these results, the first wall material
selections which provide the longest time to
respond prior to a structural failure are
pressurizes water and stainless steel. This was
the result of the surface heat transfer
characteristics and phase change of the water
coolant, combined with the high heat capacity of
stainless steel.

The first wall afterheat equilibrium
:emperiture in three of the cases considered was
anove, or near, the value at which structural
yield would occur. This situation could be
remedied, for the design with the liquid lithium
breeding material, by bonding the first wall to
tne blanket plenum, or depressurizing the primary
system to eliminate the stress. The designs with
lithium aljminate as a breeding material would

require either auxiliary cooling or system
aepressurization. Thus, the loss of coolant flow
is an instance where liquid lithium blankets
possess safety advantages over solid lithium
blankets.

It was also concluded from the results of
this study that the following design features
have safety benefits:

i First wall designs of increased heat
capacity,

t Independent first wall and blanket
cooling systems,

• Thermal coupling of the first wall 3nd
blanket structures,

• Thermal/fluids linking of adjacent
blanket sectors.

The following areas require additional
analytic and design investigations:

• The afterheat of other solid breeding
candidates,

• Flow redistribution between blanket
sectors to aid in quantifying the advan-
tages obtained during flow blockages,

• Safety enhancement of the first wall
through composite Structural materials
and thermal/fluid; linking,

• Total primary system response curing
flow disturbances.
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TABLE 1. GENERAL 3LANKET DESIGN MATERIAL SELECTIONS FOR THE LOSS OF COOLANT FLOW CASE STUDY

Case

1

2

3

4

5

F i r s t Wall

Structure

SS-315

SS-316

Tj-5242

SS-315

SS-315

Coolant

He 1i urn

Water

Helium

Helium

Water

Blanket

Breeder

Liquid Litnium

Liquid Li thium

Liquid Li thium

LiALO2

LiALO2

Structure

SS-316

SS-316

SS-316

S3-316

SS-316

Coolant

Helium

Helium

Helium

He 1:urn

Water

TABLE 2. DESIGN CRITERIA AND PARAMETERS

Parameter

Maximum Structural
Temperature (K)
F i r s t wall
Blanket

Maximum 3reeder
Temperature (K)

System Pressure (HPa)

Pumping Power, % of
thermal output

Coolant Outlet
Temperature (K)
F i r s t wall
Blanker.

Coolant Temperature
Rise (K)
F i r s t wall
Blanket

Case 1

730.0
773.0

1060.0

5.5

4.5

550.0
750.0

75.0
225.0

Case I

565.0
773.0

1060.0

5.5

1.5

535.0
745.0

52.0
270.0

Case 3

720.0
773.0

1060.0

5.5

4.5

540.0
74S.0

67.0
225.0

Case 4

940. C
773.0

1100.0

5.5

4.5

550.0
770.0

75.C
250.3

C3se 5

580.0
614.0

1230.0

13.3

.1

535.0
605.0

52.0
132.0



TABLE 3. GENERAL BLANKET DESIGN REGION RADIAL WIDTHS (M)

Region

First wall

312'iket
In I-it Plenum

Mu 11 i p1i er

Seflertor-

31sn^et
Outlet Fienum

Shield

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5

0.053

0.10

—

0.50

0.30

0.10

0.20

0.007

0.10

—

0.50

0.30

0.10

0.20

0.052

0.10

—

0.50

0.30

0.10

0.20

0.053

0.10

0.05

0.45

0.30

0.10

0.20

0.007

0.013

0.05

0.45

0.30

0.012

0.20

TA8LE 4. GENERALIZED BLANKET DESIGN MATERIAL VOLUME FRACTION (%)

Case

i

2

3

4

LJ
I

First Wall

Structure

3.2

3.0

5.2

8.2

13.5

Coolant

70.3

70.5

73.3

70.3

60.0

31anket

Breeder

93.3

93.3

93.3

72.2

61.8

Structure

2.3

2.3

2.3

9.6

18.4

Coolant

4.4

4.4

4.4

18.2

19.8

TABLE 5. SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Casa Number

1. Stainless/He/Liq. Breeder

2. Stainless/Water/Liq. Breeder

3. Titanium/He/u'q. Breeder

4. Stainless/He/Solid Breeder

5. Stainless/Water/Solid Brseder

Time to Exceed
Structural Yield

(sec)

2.8

5.5

2.6

2.3

7.0

Time to Exceed
Structural Melt

(sec)

8.1

9.0

5.0

3.0

27.2

First Wall
Equilibrium
Afterheating
Temperature

1056.0

390.0

926.0

1390.0

1120.0
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